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ABSTRACT 
This project investigates the daily and monthly stock market retum volatility pattern 
of fifteen emerging stock markets in three regions, namely Latin America, Eastem Europe 
and Middle East, from 1990 to early 1998. The volatility of their stock returns, the day-of 
the-week (Monday) effect and their retum volatility correlation with the US equity market 
are examined to achieve our main objective in this study 一 to shed some lights on whether 
regional equity market integration exist. 
Our findings show that the volatility patterns for markets among different 
regions differ. With Eastem European markets having rather low volatility, Latin 
America becomes the most volatile region in which its retum volatility exceeds that of 
the US benchmark. Besides, all three regions' daily volatility patterns do not conform 
with the Monday effect pattem while anomalies of Monday effect obviously exist in 
the Latin American region. Moreover, the correlations of stock retum volatility ofthe 
fourteen emerging markets, both within and between regions, are low while most of 
their stock retum volatility with that of the United States are low. 
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Owing to its rapid economic and market development in the last twenty years, 
emerging markets is growing tremendously. They are often characterized as markets with 
high growth rate and high retum volatility. The high retums of some of the emerging 
markets have attracted many international investments to these markets during the past five to 
ten years. This is also one of the reasons why this study focuses on the retum volatility 
pattem of emerging markets. 
1.1 PRO.TECT OB,TECTrvnE 
This is a regional comparative study on return volatility of emerging markets. 
The objective aims to shed light on the capital market integration between equity 
markets in different regions. Using US stock returns as benchmark, we examine the 
above effect by analyzing the retum volatility pattern of markets in three regions, 
namely Eastern Europe, Latin America and Middle East. 
We've chosen fifteen emerging markets for this study, namely Argentina, 
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela in Latin America; Czech 
Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia in Eastem Europe, and Israel and Jordan in 
the Middle East. Three analyses, namely descriptive analysis, day-of-the-week 
(Monday) effect as well as correlation analysis will be conducted in the study to 
achieve the above objective. 
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1.2 PROJECT STRUCTURE 
The main sections of this study is organized as follows: 
1. Introduction — methodology and background information such as macroeconomic 
information about emerging markets 
2. Data analysis and Finding section which includes three parts: 
i.) Descriptive analysis of the stock retum volatility pattern of every country , (from big 
picture) 
ii.) Day-of-the-week (Monday effect) test by using multiple regression to investigate the 
volatility pattern of the above markets. The Monday effect test is divided into two 
parts — 
a.) the equality of retums test and 
b.) another test comparing Monday's return to returns of other days of the week. 
iii.) Correlation analysis of the retum volatility which aims to test the stock retum volatility 
correlation 
a.) within emerging market regions, 
b.) between emerging markets and 
c.) of each emerging market with the US benchmark. 
3. Conclusion — Implication derived from our findings. 
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1.3 PATA 
Primary data such as daily closing indices of the emerging stock markets are 
obtained from the Datastream database to compute the retum volatility of each market 
while exchange rate of each emerging market with US currency are also obtained from 
the same source. Each market's return is calculated in both local currencies and 
adjusted in US dollar terms. 
The primary data we use consist of daily closing values for the indices from 
January 1990 to February 1998 (Table 1). The sample period varies by markets. All 
time series end in February 1998 but some of their starting dates differ. All stock 
markets have five trading days per week. 
Secondary data such as information of the emerging markets are searched from 
articles, literature and journals with economic, historic and prospective information 
about emerging markets. 
For our descriptive analysis, we used daily return of each market calculated 
from the primary data 一 daily closing indices; the day-of-the-week (Monday) effect 
test used daily retum of each country as data to run multiple regression; for the 
correlation analysis, monthly retum volatility is used. In addition, the stock retum 
volatility pattern of each emerging market is studied with and without considering the 
exchange rate effect. Regional comparison is made for all the three analysis while 
using US Dow Jones kidex as the benchmark for comparison. 
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF DATA USED 
Countries Index Period of data obtained 
Latin America  
"Argentina MERVAL Index Aug 1993 - Feb 1998 
1^azil Bovespa Index Jan 1990 - Feb 1998 
^ i l e IGPA General Index Jan 1990 - Feb 1998 
Columbia Bolsa de Boqota' Jan 1992-Feb 1998 
Index (IBB)  
Mexico 一 IPC (Bolsa) Index “ Jan 1990 - Feb 1998 — 
Peru Lima General Index Jan 1992 -Feb 1998 
(IGBVL)  
Venezuela Venezuela SE Jan 1994-Feb 1998 
General Index  
Middle East  
1krael Israel General Index— Jan 1990 - Feb 1998 
Jordan ~~AmmanSE Jan 1990 -Feb 1998 
Financial Market 
Index  
Eastern Europe  
The Czech PX-50 May 1994-Feb 1998 
Republic  
Hungary BUX Index 1 ^ 1 9 9 2 - Feb 1998 
CESI Index Mar 1996 - Feb 1998 ~" 
Poland Warsaw General Jan 1992 -Feb 1998 
Index  
~Russm RTS Index _ Sept 1995 - Feb 1998 
^ovak ia SAX index Oct 1993 - Feb 1998 
Benchmark  
~USA Dow Jones Index Jan 1990 - Feb 1998 一 
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CHAPTER2 
EMERGEVG MARKETS ~ ~ A N OVERVBEW 
Emerging stock markets can be variously defined. On one hand, "emerging 
markets" can represent markets that have begun processes of change or size growth in 
contrast to markets that are small and give little changes. Alternatively, "emerging 
markets" can also refer to any markets in developing economies, with the implication 
that they have the potential for development^. 
The term emerging market was coined in 1981 by Antoine W. Van Agtmael, 
an employee of the World Bank subsidiary IFC. Just as most Low-income and 
Middle-income economies which are considered to be developing, regardless of their 
particular stage of development, all stock markets in developing countries are 
considered to be "emerging". A preliminary classification based purely on economic 
criteria is provided by the World Bank's ranking of economies using per capita Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP). The most recent available ranking，dated from 1993, 
classified countries with a GDP per capita of US$695 or less as "Low-income 
countries", countries with a GDP per capita ofUS$696 - US$8,625 as ‘‘Middle-income 
countries" and countries with a GDP per capita of US$8,625 or more as "High-income 
countries"^. 
The emerging equity markets have vastly different characteristics from the 
developed equity markets. The average retums for emerging markets are higher, while 
return volatility's correlation with developed market retums are low and their volatility 
is considered to be higher^. 
‘Michael KeppIer and Martin Lechner, F,merging Markets - Research. Strategies and Benchmarks. Irwin, pp. 5 
-Michael Keppler and Martin Lechner, Emerging Markets - Research. Strategies and Benchmarks. Irwin, pp. 12 
了 Harvey & Bekaert, "Emerging Equity Market volatility", NRF,R Working paper 5307. 1995 
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In the following sections, emerging stock markets studied in this project are 
introduced which categorized by regions: 
2.1 LATTN AMERICA 
We have taken seven emerging markets from Latin American region for our 
study. They are Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela. 
They have comparatively longer history (usually more than 10 years) than other 
emerging markets. 
Argentina 
Argentina is primarily a producer of agricultural products and livestock. Its 
most important trading partners are the United States, Brazil, Germany and Italy while 
its most important export trading partners are Brazil, the United States and the 
Netherlands. In July 1994，the Mercosur agreements on economic union and free 
trade were signed by Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay.^ 
Argentina's most important market is the Bolsa de Comercio de Buenos Aires, 
founded in 1854, which accounts for more than 91% of the total activities of the 
exchanges. The Mercado de Volores de Buenos Aires prepares a share index, 
MERVAL, which is constantly updated and is composed of those issues that are more 
actively traded.， 
^ Michael Keppler and Martin Lechner, F,merging Markets - Research. Strategies and Benchmarks. Irwin, pp. 203 
‘Euromoney Research Guides: The 1997 Guide to Latin American Fquities. Euromoney, pp. 2 
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Brazil 
Stock exchange has existed in Brazil since the middle of the nineteenth 
century. The Sao Paulo market was inaugurated in 1890 that is by far the most active 
market, accounting for 85% of turnover of all Brazilian stock exchanges. The most 
widely followed share price index in Brazil is the Bovespa Index of the Sao Paulo 
stock exchange. This is a trade-weighted average of 51 most heavily traded stocks on 
the market. 
Li spite of Brazil's size and wealth of raw materials, it has never been able to 
achieve a continuous period of economic and political progress. Unstable political 
conditions, unequal distribution of wealth，four-figure inflation rates and massive 
foreign debts have been the principal obstacles to its progress. In spite of an 
enormous range of fluctuation, the positive development on the stock market in recent 
years shows that Brazil is now playing a central part in the economic uptum in Latin 
America.6 
ChUe 
Chile is the world's largest producer and exporter of copper. Its most 
important import trading partners are the United States, Brazil, Japan and Germany 
while its most 
important export trading partners are the United States, Japan and Argentina7 The 
stock market index of Chile that we study is the IGPA General Index. 
6 Michael Keppler and Martin Lechner, Rmerging Markets - Research. Strategies and Benchmark.s. Irwin, pp. 209 
7 Michael Keppler and Martin Lechner, Rmerging Markets - Research. Strategies and Benchmarks, Irwin, pp. 215 
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Colombia 
The oldest stock market in Colombia is the Bogota Stock Exchange (BSE) 
which was launched in 1928. 290 companies are listed on Colombia's exchanges, 
with the top 10 companies accounting for 43.9% of total market capital. During 
1993, the EBB Index (Bogata) has increased by 11.8%) 
Colombia's most important import trading partners are the United States, 
Japan and Venezuela. Its most important export trading partners are the United 
States, Venezuela and Germany. In the context of movement toward Latin American 
integration and a reduction in trade barriers, Colombia entered into bilateral trade 
agreements with Chile and a trilateral alliance with Mexico and Venezuela. In 
addition, Colombia is a member of APTA (the Andean Preferential Trade Association) 
which is a trading agreement with the Andean states of Ecuador, Bolivia, Peru and 
Venezuela.9 
Mexico 
The IPC index comprises of 35 most representative stocks traded. These 
stocks are chosen every two months depending on factors such as value and trading 
volume. In 1994, the Mexico stock market crisis broke out as a result of the massive 
devaluation of the peso. 
* F.uromonev Research Guide. The 1997 Guide to Latin American F.quities. Euromoney, pp. 9 




Peru remains relatively stable both politically and economically, and the Lima 
Stock Exchange (LSE) is one of the most important and potentially high-yielding 
emerging markets in Latin America. At the end of 1996, 239 companies were listed 
on the LSE. Market capitalization has increased every year since 1990.'° 
Peru's most important trading partners are the United States, Japan and the 
People's Republic of China. Peru belongs to APTA (the Andean Preferential Trade 
Area), a trade agreement between the Andean states of Ecuador, Bolivia, Venezuela, 
and Colombia. 
Venezuela 
The main stock exchange in Venezuela is the Bolsa de Valores de Caracas 
(BVC), which had a capitalization of $16 million in September 1997. About 90 
stocks are listed. 
The economy ofVenezuela is heavily dependent upon oil. In 1990 and 1991, 
the fuel exports accounted for 80% of Venezuela's exports. Venezuela's principal 
trading partner is the United States. Venezuela is currently US's second largest oil 
supplier. 
'° Fiiromoney Research Guides: The 1997 Guide to Latin American Fquities. Euromoney, pp. 14 
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2.2 EASTERN EUROPE 
There are a total of five emerging markets in Eastem Europe in our study. 
They are the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Russia and Slovakia. Comparatively 
speaking, markets in the Eastern Europe are having shorter history than other emerging 
markets like the Latin American region. So, the average data taken are less than 10 
years. 
Czech Republic 
For Czech Republic, the PX-50 index is the Prague Stock Exchange's official 
index. The market is highly concentrated with the top five titles (SPT Telecom, EEZ, 
Komereni banka, Tabak and Unipetrol), together representing about 49% of the total 
PSE capitalization." 
Poland 
The Warsaw Stock Exchange (WSE) was founded in April 1991. Positive 
economic development has been secured as the result of eight successful years of 
economic reform. The most important trading partners for both imports and exports 
are Germany and other Central and Eastem European states. 
丨丨 Euromoney Research Guides: The 1998 Guide to Latin American Equities. Euromoney, pp. 2 
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Slovakia 
The Slovakia economy has been growing for past four consecutive years. Its 
GDP rose 5.9% in 1997. The market index of Slovakia used in this study is the SAX 
index. 
Hungary 
The Budapest Stock Exchange (BSE) of Hungary opened officially on July 21, 
1990. The equity indices include the BUX and CESI index. At the beginning of 
1993，Hungary underwent comprehensive deregulation and liberalization of stock 
market for foreign investors, and the country was included in the IFCI Composite 
Index. Their major import and export partners are Germany, the CIS and Baltic 
countries" 
Russia 
The stock index we study for Russia is the RTS index. Around 300 
companies are listed on the Russia Trading System. There are three major sectors, 
namely oil & gas，regional electric utilities and regional telecoms. Tumover in the 
Russia Trading System has grown from $10-$20 million per day in 1996 to $60-100 
million per day in 1997; while its number of traded companies almost doubled in 
1997.13 
12 Michael Keppler and Martin Lechner, Emerging Markets - Research. Strategies and Benchmarks. Irwin, pp. 241 
'3 FAiromoney Research Guides: The 1998 Guide to Central and Fastem Eruooean Equities. Euromoney, pp. 11 
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2.3 MroPLE EAST 
Israel 
Exports of Israel are growing with the high-tech sector leading the way，which 
reflects the continued restructuring of the economy. Economic growth in Israel was 
averaged 6% between 1990 and 1996, but has slowed down in 1997, The market 
index we examine here is the Israel General Index. 
Jordan 
Jordan's economy is heavily influenced by economic conditions in its neighbor 
countries. The Jordanian economy is relatively small and poor in natural resources. 
Financial markets in Jordan are small.'^ Both stocks and bonds are traded on the 
Amman Financial Market. Here in this study, the Amman SE Financial Market Index 
is examined. 
'4 Euromoney Research Guides: The 1998 Guide to Latin American Equities 1998，Euromoney, pp. 4 
15 Stanley, M, The Irwjn Guide to Investing in Emerging Markets. Irwin Professional Publishing, 1995，pp313,-
315 
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2A lMPLTCATION FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS 
All in all, the United States seems to be an important trading partner of most of 
the emerging markets in Latin America. This may be an indication that the 
relationship between Latin American markets and the US market are, to a certain 
extent, correlated. This leads us to the hypothesis that the return volatility pattem of 
Latin American markets and US may be correlated, ln the following analysis, we will 
investigate the retum volatility correlation between the emerging markets and the 
United States which may be useful in finding out whether their close trading 
relationship is a sufficient factor that can explain the retum correlation pattern between 
the US and Latin American markets. 
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CHAPTER3 
ANALYSlCS AND FESMNGSI: DESCRffTTVE SXATKTICS ANALYSIS 
3.1 ORTECTTVE OF PESCRn>TTVE STATISTICS ANALYSTS - • • - . -
Before we go to the volatility analysis, Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics 
summary of the fifteen emerging markets with US currency as their benchmark. 
Though they are not using the same timeframe, the comparison at least gives us some 
insights and an overview of how their retum volatility pattem look like. The table 
was computed using daily retum of each market. The following analysis will mainly 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Looking form the big picture, we can see that daily standard deviation (s.d.) from 
Eastern European countries are smallest among the three regions, with their s.d. all ranging 
from 0.01-0.02. With US as the benchmark for comparison (s.d. of 0.8), all Eastem 
European countries are not considered volatile at all. The only market that can be 
regarded as volatile as comparable with US is Czech. Czech is among the most volatile 
country with largest s.d. (0.8) when compared to other markets within the region which 
haves.d. ofonlyO.01-0.03. 
Mean daily retums for Eastern European countries are also very much smaller than 
that of the other regions and the US benchmark. Their means range from -0.01 to 0.0023 
as compared to US (0.057) and Latin America (0.06-0.23). Among them, Czech deviates 
a lot from others in this region which indicates a negative daily mean. 
Latin America 
Markets in Latin America have the largest s.d. among the three regions, ranging 
from 0.8-2.1. While US's s.d. is also 0.8, each market's stock retums in this regions is 
more volatile than that of the benchmark. Argentina has the most volatile retum with a 
s.d. of 2.3, which is not only highest within Latin America, but also among the three 
17 
regions. Venezuela, Peru and Mexico also have high volatility which more than double 
that ofthe US. 
Means from Latin American markets are also highest among the three regions. 
With Peru having the highest mean of return of 0.24. Moreover, every market in this 
region has shown higher mean than the US benchmark, which is 0.057. 
Middle East 
Standard deviations and means for the Middle East markets stand in the middle 
between the other two regions. The means from the Middle East markets are similar to 
that of the benchmark. However, Israel and Jordan's standard deviations do appear 
higher than that of the US. Jordan also has the highest kurtosis among all fifteen markets. 
18 
3.3GONCLTOTON 
Though the retum volatility of emerging markets are often characterized as more 
volatile than other developed markets, our analysis seems to show that this statement is 
only true for the Latin American emerging markets. For emerging markets in the Eastem 
Europe, their stock return volatilities are very much lower than that of the other two 
markets, which actually is more suitable to be characterized as "not volatile" when 
compared to both US and other emerging markets of other regions. Their "rather stable" 
character is more obvious especially when compared to the Latin American markets. 
19 
CHAPTER4 
ANALYSB AND FEVDMGS H： DAY-OF-THE-WEEK 0VIONDAY EFFECT) TEST 
4.1 PRTECTTVE 
After examining the descriptive statistics that gives us a general outlook of the 
volatility pattem of equity retum of the emerging markets, the next step is to investigate if 
there are any special pattem regarding equity returns within days of the week. In this 
empirical study, the day-of-the-week pattern of equity retum, mainly the Monday effect, 
for each emerging market chosen is examined. 
4’2 LrrERATURg REVTFW 
Previous researchers have long studied day-of-the-week pattems. They suspect 
that stock retums may vary across different days within a week. One of the most 
significant day-of-the-week effect is the Monday effect, probably because Monday's return 
is calculated over three instead of one calendar day, so the mean and variance may be 
higher than that of other day-of-the-weeki6. Fama'^(1965) and Godfrey et ai^ ^ (1964) did 
16 Gibbons & Hess, "Day of the Week Effects and Asset Returns," Joumal ofBusiness 54. (October 1981), pp. 579-597 
口 Fama, E., "The behavior of stock market prices", Joumal ofRiKine<；.? 28, 1965, pp. 34-105 
“Godfrey，M; Granger C; Morgenstem, 0 . , "The random walk hypothesis of stock market behavior.，’, Kylos 17, 
1964, fasc 1:1-30 
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arrive at the same conclusion that Monday's return is much higher than that of the other 
day in their studies. 
However, later researchers such as Cross'^ (1973) and French!�(1980) surprisingly 
found anomalies of Monday effect — evidence of negative average retums for Monday 
when using the Standard & Poor，s Composite Index. Gibbons and Hess^' (1981) also 
found the same negative Monday retums for 30 individual stocks of the Dow Jones 
Industrial Index. Similar result was obtained by Lakonishok and Livi^^(1982), who 
extended Gibbons and Hess's work and discovered that both check clearing adjustments 
and settlement time are not sufficient to offset the negative Monday effect. 
These weekend effect anomalies were also found outside the United States. Jaffe 
and WesterfielcP found negative Monday returns for Canada, US and the United 
Kingdom. Aggarwal and Rivoli^^ also found anomalies of Monday effect persistent in 
Hong Kong, Malaysia, Philippines and Singapore. 
So, here in our study, we extend the study of day-of-the-week (Monday Effect) 
test for all fifteen emerging markets. 
19 Cross. F, "the Behaviour o fS tock Prices on Fridays and Mondays" Financial Analysts Joumal 29 CNov-Dec, 1973) 
pp. 67-69 ‘ 
'° French，K.R.，"Stock Retums and the Weekend Effect." Joumal ofFin^ncial Rconomic.v 7 ,1980’ pp.55-69 
Gibbons and Hess, "Day of the week Effects and Asset Retums" Joumal ofBus iness 54 (October 1981), pp. 579-597 
22 Lakonishok, J & Levi, "Weekend Effects on Stock retums." Joumal o fF inance i 7 ( J u n e 1982) pp. 883-889 
“ J a f f e & Westerf!eld, "The weekend effect in Common Stock retums: The International Evidence." Joumal ofFinanr.e 
^ 0 ( J u n e 1985)pp .433454 
24 Aggarwal & Rivoli. "Seasonal and Day-of-the Week Effects in Four Emerging Stock Markets." The Financial 
Review 24, no. 4 (1989) pp.541-550 
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4.3 METHODOT.OCT 
A two-step methodology are used here: 
First, we define our null hypothesis that each day's retum within a week are equal: 
Null hypothesis (H。)： Mon, = Tue 厂=Wed, = Thur ^  = Fri, 
where ^  indicates the return for that day-of-the week 
However, the above null hypothesis only assumes each day's expected return is equaL 
The result is that even when null hypothesis is rejected, we still do not know whether 
Monday's retum of the sample is higher or lower than that of the other day. 
Second, based on our assumption that Monday's return should be larger than other day's 
retum, the following regression model is usecF: 
Rt = a, + aJ) tue + a3Dwed + a4Dthur + a5Dfri + e, 
Where R^  is the retum from the stock index (computed by the daily % retum from 
the index) and Dtue, Dwed, Dthur and Dfri are the dummy variables which used to 
represent the difference between Monday's retum and the retum on other days within the 
week. 
25 The model is taken from Aggarwal and Rivoli's "Seasonal and Day-of-the Week Effects in Four Emerging Stock 
Markets." The Financial Review 74 no. 4, 1989, pp.541-550 
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Dtue is the difference between Monday's and Tuesday's return, with their 
coefficient equals to a .^ To be exact, it represents a subtraction of Tuesday's return from 
Monday's retum. Similarly, Dwed is calculated by subtracting Wednesday's retum from 
Monday's, measured by a3. Monday's retum is then measured by a!. Since we are 
using this model to compare ifMonday's return is different from the return ofother days 
of the week, Monday is used as the base to compare with other days. 
As a result, if null hypothesis is accepted, a.2, a3 a4 % will all be close to zero while 
the significant tevel will be lower than 0.05，using 95% confidence level. For those 
markets with their null hypothesis being rejected, a further analysis on their coefficients 
will be examined to compute each day's predicted retum to tell whether Monday's retum 
is higher or lower than retums in other days of the week. So, this model tells not only 
whether Monday's retum is indifferent to other days' return, but also reveals to what 
extent is Monday's return differ from that of the other days. -
23 
4A DATA 
Daily returns taken from each emerging market are used as data to run the above 
regression. The time period taken for each market all lies from 1990-1998, depending on 
the date the market started. To obtain a more reliable and consistent result, the first year 
data of each market are eliminated in the multiple regression analysis. 
Besides, two sets of retums are used to run the regression for each country 
1. Retums calculated in local currencies 
2. Retums denominated in USD., 
The rationale for using the above two sets of data is to account for the effect of exchange 
rate differentials. Retums calculated in local currencies are used to see the endogenous 
effect of each emerging market while returns denominated in USD takes into account the 
effect of exchange rate effect as an exogenous variable that affects the results. 
24 
4,5 ANALYSLS 
A two-step analysis will be used. 
First, in the equality of retum test, significant level of each market is examined to 
see if they are < 0.05. This is a test to check whether equality of returns among days of 
the week is present. Ifthis value is < 0.05, then null hypothesis (that equal returns among 
days of the week) is rejected and we have reasons to believe that there should be 
differences between each day's retums. 
Second, for those markets with significant F value < 0.05, (unequal retums among 
days-of-the-week), their coefficients are examined to determine to compute their predicted 
return for each day. This gives us a picture of the distribution of Monday's return as 
compared to other days of the week's return. 
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4.6 EMPmTCAT.FTNDTNQS 
L The equaUty ofretum test 
The following table is a summary showing each country's degree of freedom with 
the p-vaIue after computation. 
TABLE 3 SUMMARY OF EQUITY OF RETURN TEST 
In US currency In local currency  
Country Freedom p-value Country Freedom p-value 
(nl,n2) (n l ,n2)— “ 
Czech 4, 1014 0.59939719 Czech 4,1014 0.831133169 
Hungary_Bux 4，1622 0.15102342 Hungary_Bux 4, 1864 0.645131773 
Hungary_cesi 4’ 539 0.03373288 * Hungary_cesi 4，539 0.223986337 
Poland 4，1622 0.01028314 * Poland 4，1790 0.024176091 * 
Russia 4,647 0.72962932 Russia 4，647 0.738965057 
Slovakia 4, 1160 0.43904676 Slovakia 4, 1160 0.506762836 
US 4,2126 0.00705475 * US 4,2126 0.007054755 * 
Argentina 4, 1194 0.28709492 Argentina 4, 1194 0.341195823 
Peru 4，1863 0.0728258 Peru 4，1863 0.008690032 * 
Brazil 4,2126 0.00267571 * Brazil 4,2126 0.014110101 * 
Columbia 4，1602 0.17210596 Columbia 4，1602 0.662271827 
Mexico 4,2126 0.01181285 * Mexico 4，2126 0.000897351 * 
Venezula 4，1081 0.00234287 * Venezula 4’ 1081 0.001572359 * 
Chile 4,2126 7.278E-05 * Chile 4,2126 2.83734E-05 * 
Israel 4,2125 3.8218E-16 * Israel 4,2126 0.249735103 
Jordan 4,2126 0.05823701 Jordan 4,2126 0.220027911 
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As we can see from, the above table, those countries with p-vaiue <0.05 are 
marked with the *，showing that we are 95% confident that their null hypotheses are 
rejected. In other words, they do not show equal retums among each day. 
Eastern Ewrope 
Among the six markets in the Eastern Europe, only Poland rejects H � i n both local 
and US currency computation^ while one ofthe Hungary markets — Hungry (Cesi) rejects 
Ho in terms of local currency computation. As a result, most of the Eastem Europe's 
equity retums do show signs of equality among days of the week. 
Latin America 
All Latin American markets computed, except Argentina and Columbia, have a 
small p-value in terms of their local currencies, meaning that most of them indicate 
inequality retums among days of the week. For USD computation, the results are the 
same except for Peru's return. With the exchange rate effect considered, Peru tends to 
have equality of retums across days within a week, just like Argentina and Columbia. 
MiddleEast 
We can't reject H。，the equality return hypothesis，for Jordan in both local and US 
currency computation, showing that there is equality mean retum for every day-of-the-
week. However, we can't reject H � f o r Israel in local currency only, therefore there 
exists inequality of daily retum in USD denomination. 
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Overall 
In general, the results suggest that Latin American countries' retums tend to 
conform with the inequality retum pattem while Middle East and Eastem European 
countries are less conform to it. Since the US returns also rejected H。，it is possible that 
Latin American countries may have some correlation with US' equity returas，as we 
assumed earlier. 
Local currency versus US currency 
It is also found that almost all countries in both Eastern Europe and Middle East 
have smaller p-value in the US currency test than that in the local currency test. It seems 
to suggest that the US exchange rate effect helps to reduce the p-value for Eastem 
European and Middle East countries. However，this effect seems not affect the results for 
the Latin American countries as only 3 out of 7 markets show small p-value in their US 
currency denominated return test. 
II. Comparison ofMonday return with returns of other days within the week 
After knowing that some countries do not have equality in retums within days of 
the week, we then further look into those markets by examining their coefficients (a"...%), 
to see how their Monday's retum is different from that of the other days'. So, this part 
only examines those markets with Ho being rejected. In other words, only those markets 
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that reject the equality of retum test will be examined. As before, our comparison will be 
done twice，namely without and with exchange rates (to US) incorporated. 
• • • . • . .:: • • . -
T. Without exchange rate effect 
Table 4A and 4B shows the coefficients for different countries resulted f rom the 
regression. 
TABLE 4 A & 4B SUMMARY OF COEFFICIENTS AND PREDICTED 
RETURN (LOCAL CURRENCY) 
Without exchange rate effect  
Coefficient Poland US Peru Brazil Mexico Venezuela Chile  
Intercept 0.001916 0.056634 0.235947 0.890139 0.127749”0.2007147 0.08806049 
Dtue 0.000913 -0.04191 0.11923 -0.14531 -0.05257 0.06284831 0.00962882 
Dwed 0.001733 0.015017 0.176302 0.345635 -0.04128 0.02851143 -0.0205484 
Dthu -0.00225 0.08322 -0.01403 -L04979 -0.1273 0.02570586 -0.0626037 
Dfri 0.002104 0.046246 -0.23964 0.370253 -0.07 -0.4214755 -0.1009977 
Predicted returnPoland * US * Peru Brazil Mexico ** Venezuela **Chile **  
Monday 0.004418 0.159208 0.277816 0.410928~~-0.1634 -0.1036952 -0.0864605 
Tuesday 0.001004 0.098544 0,116717 1.035452 0.180321 0.13786639 0.07843167 
Wednesday 0.000183 0.041618 0.059645 0.544504 0.169025 0.17220327 0.10860889 
Thursday 0.004165 -0.02659 0.249974 1.939926 0.255053 0.17500883 0.15066422 
Friday -0.00019 0.Q1Q388 0.475583 0.519887 0.197745 0.6221902 0.1890582 
*countries which have Monday Effect (Monday's retum are the highest among the week) 
** countries which have negative Monday.Effect (Monday's retum are the Iowest among the week) 
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wMle the second table shows their predicted retum as computed by the coefficients 
Fesulted from the above regression. They are calculated by substituting the coefficients 
into the dummy variables we assigned in the regression model. Since dummy variables 
assigned for Monday is (1,1,1,1) for a2t0 a5 the retum for Monday is then computed by a!+ 
a2+a3+a4+a5. Similarly, since we have assigned (-1,0,0,0) as Tuesday's dummy variables 
denoted the difference between Monday and Tuesday's returns, the predicted retum 
calculated should be (a�a2) . 
From the predicted return table above, only US and Poland conform to the Monday 
effect. For Latin American countries like Peru, Monday's retum is second to Friday's 
return while Mexico, Venezuela and Chile all show negative Monday effect — where 
Monday return is especially lower when compared to other days ofthe week. 
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2, With exchange rate effcct 
TABLE 5A & 5B SUMMARY OF COEFFICIENTS AND PREDICTED 
RETURN (IN US CURRENCY) 
With exchange rate effect considered  
Coefficient Poland US Peru Brazil Mexico Venezuela Chile 
Intercept 0.001511 0.056634 0.150894 -0.20342 0.082377 0 .16949233~0.07718 
Dtue 0.000615 -0.04191 5.64E-05 -0.4722 -0.01869 0.22762046 -0.16082 
Dwed Q.00I065 0.015017 0.190997 0.147037 -0.03042 0.10712533 -0.04458 
Dthu -0.00226 0.08322 -0.00048 -0.98785 -0.10994 -0.29424482 -0.04265 
Dfri Q:Q04Q37 0-.Q46246 -0.22102 0.441384 -0.14667 -0.98034884 -0.08089 
Predicted returjjPoland * US * Peru Brazil** Mexico** Venezuela*^ Chile** 
Monday 0.004972 0.159208 0.120447 -1.07505 -0.22335 -0.77035555 -0.25175 
Tuesday 0.000896 0.098544 0.150838 0.268785 0.101065 -0.05812813 0.237998 
Wednesday 0.000446 0.041618 -0.0401 -0.35046 0.112799 0.062367 0.121762 
Thursday 0.003767 -0.02659 0.151377 0.78443 0.192315 0.46373715 0.119827 
Friday -0.00253 0.010388 0.371913 -0.6448 Q.229Q51 1.14984116 0.158065 
*countries which have Monday Effect (Monday's retum are the highest among the week) 
** countries which have negative Monday Effect (Monday's retum are the lowest among the week) 
With the regression done on US currency，only Poland and US reveal Monday 
effect. It is also interested to note that most Latin American countries such as Mexico， 
Venezuela and Chile，except Peru, have results opposite to that of Monday effect — with 
their Monday's retum being lowest within the week. 
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4.7 MONDAY EFFECT — AN OVERVTEW 
Comparison by region 
Eastern Europe 
Among the six markets examined, only Poland and Hungury (Cesi) have their 
Monday's retum different from other days within the week (reject null hypothesis) and can 
further go forward to the second-level test. However, between the two markets, only 
Poland shows positive Monday effect (with Monday's return higher than other days of the 
week) in both US currency and local currency test. It seems that exchange rate effect 
poses no threat to Poland's Monday effect. 
Latin America 
When compared to Eastem European markets, more Latin American markets show 
inequality of Monday's retum as compared to that of the other days'. They are Peru, 
Brazil, Mexico, Venezuela and Chile. However, none of them exhibits positive Monday 
effect while several countries (such as Chile, Venezuela and Mexico) show just the 
opposite effect — with Monday's retum being the lowest among other days-of-the-week, 




Both countries examined do not indicate any inequality of means among days-of-
the-week. So, no rooms for the second level Monday effects to take place. 
The effect ofexchange rate 
It seems that the fmdings about Monday effect do not differ much between local 
currency test and the US denominated test. It may be a s i ^ showing, that day-of-the-
week effect is not affected to a large extent by the exchange rate effect. The fact may be 
that day-of-the-week effect is a rather local issue that may not be affected much even if 
exchange rates with US are not taken into consideration. 
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ANALYSK AND FENDEVGS 皿 CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
5rl LrTERATURE REVIEW 
Errunza (1983) found that over the period 1976-80, returns on emerging markets 
were relatively high and exhibit low correlation with that on markets in developed 
countries.26 Therefore, emerging markets can provide substantial investment opportunities 
for portfolio diversification. Errunza's (1983) study covered twelve emerging markets 
including markets in Asia and Latin America from 1976 to 19805 
Campbell R. Harvey^^ also studied the risk exposure of emerging equity markets 
which was published in "Livesting in Emerging Markets" in 1994. Campbell investigated 
the cross-correlations between the emerging markets and, the correlations of the emerging 
markets with the MSCI (Morgan Stanley Capital International) market. He also tested 
the correlations in local currency as well as in US dollars. 21 developed markets and 20 
emerging markets were studied from January 1985 to June 1992. Campbell found that 
the correlations between the emerging markets retums and that of the developed markets 
26 Ho Y K & Ip Y K, TheExchange Rate Risk of Investing in Asian Emerging Markets, Hong Kong Baptist 
College,1989, pp 1 
27 Errunza, "Emerging Markets: A New Opportuinity for Improving Global Portfolio Performance.", Financial Analysts. 
Journal, September - October, 1983, pp. 51 
28 Tnvesting in Emerging Markets, Euromoney Publications, 1994, pp. 116 
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_ . 
are very small. Currency effect on the correlation is also small. These imply that 
significant benefits are possible in diversifying into the emerging markets. 
George Tsetsekos^^ from Drexei University studied the co-integration and retum 
correlation of 13 emerging markets from January 1989 to May 1993 . He also found that 
correlations between the emerging markets are low, with an average correlation of 0.11. 
The independence of markets within the emerging market regions also suggest that 
diversification across emerging capital markets is effective. 
29 Tsetsekos, "Co-Integration and the Investment Horizon in Emerging Capital Markets"，The Rig F.merging Markets: 
1996 Outlock and Sourcebook. Beman Press, 1995 
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5.2 ORTECTWE 
The objective ofthis sector ofthe analysis is to focus on the correIation ofmonthly 
retum volatility between the 15 emerging markets in Eastern Europe, Latin America and 
Middle East from January 1990 to February 1998, which are not fully covered in the above 
mentioned research papers. We will analyze whether the retum volatility correlations 
between emerging markets are still low during the 1990s. We will also investigate the 
volatility correlation between the emerging markets and the Dow Jones Index of the 
United States to see if independence exists between their stock retum volatility. As we 
found from the previous section that the United States is a major trading partner of many 
of the markets in the Latin America, we are also interested in analyzing whether there is a 
high correlation between the volatility of the markets in Latin America and the United 
States. Moreover, both local currency retums and US dollar retums are used in our 
analysis to study the influence of exchange rates on the correlation of stock retum 
volatility of the emerging markets. 
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5.3 METHODOLOGY 
Both SPSS and Excel programs are used to calculate the correlation coefficients 
between the monthly retum voIatili^ of the emerging markets and the United States. The 
coefficient of correlation measures the degree to which a group of two or more 
. . . . . • • . - • 
investments move in the same direction in response to a stated event?®. It is measured on 
a scale that runs from minus one (perfect negative relationship) to plus one (perfect 
positive relationship). If the stock retum volatility of two markets consistently show 
movement in the same direction and of the same amplitude, they are said to have perfect 
positive correlation (+1). In the other extreme, if one market retum volatility rises for a 
certain percentage while the other falls for the same amplitude, they are said to have 
perfect negative correlation (-1). The correlation coefficients are obtained using two-
tailed Pearson Correlation method at levels 0.01 and 0.05. Pearson correlation 
coefficients are used because we assume that the relationship of stock retum volatiiity of 
the markets is linear and the data are normally distributed. Since the direction of 
association is not known, we use two-tailed analysis. 
The period being studied is from January 1990 to February 1998. The data of the 
first year of the beginning of the markets is discarded. The correlation of the monthly 
stock retum volatility of the emerging markets are calculated in their local currencies as 
well as in US dollar. It is to examine the effect of exchange rate fluctuation on the 
'° Michael Keppler and Martin Lechner, Emerging Markets - Re<;earch. Strategies and BenchmRrlcq Irwin, pp. 35 
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correlation of retum volatility between the emerging markets and with the Dow 
Jones Index of the United States. 
The correlation section is divided into three parts: 
1. The correlation of the monthly retum volatility of the emerging markets within the 
three regions of East Europe, Latin America and Mid-East. It is to study how the 
volatility of the emerging markets in the same region affects each other. 
2. The correlation of volatility of the monthly retum of the markets among the three 
regions. This is to examine whether the emerging markets in one region would have 
significant relations with the markets in other regions. 
3. The correlation of the stock retum volatility between the emerging markets and that of 
the United States are examined to see if the volatility of the US market would have 
significant influence on the volatility of the monthly return of the emerging markets. 
In our study, we do not consider the synchronization effects on the correlation of 
the volatility of the stock markets. Therefore, there may be errors on the correlation 
resulted from the time lag of different emerging markets and the United States. It may be 
one of the limitations of our study. 
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f>i4FTNDTNGS 
We used SPSS to calculate the correlation between monthly return volatility of the 
emerging markets at 0.01 and 0.05 level, both are two-tailed. We took into account the 
exchange rates effect and studied the correlation of volatility in local currency and in US 
dollars. As shown in all the Appendices, the correlation coefficients which have two 
asterisks indicate that the correlation is significant at the 0.01 level while the coefficients 
with one asterisk indicate the correlation is only significant at the 0.05 level. 
I Correlations Within Regions 
Eastern Europe 
We considered five countries in East Europe, namely Russia, Poland, Czech, 
Hungary and Slovakia. For Hungary, we studied both the BUX index and the CESI 
index. The correlation of stock retums volatility of the countries in Eastem Europe are 
summarized as follows: 
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In local currency 
As shown in Appendix I，the Czech Republic and Slovakia have the highest 
correlation coeffieient (Q.490) among the emerging markets m Eastem Europe, so they are 
the most correlated markets in Eastem Europe being studied. Russia and Hungary's 
CESI have the smallest number of emerging markets correlated with them. There are 7 
out of 15 correlation coefficients showing significant results. All Eastem European 
emerging markets studied have positive correlation coefficients with each other with their 
stock retums calculated in their local currencies. 
In US dollars 
The correlations of monthly return volatility between the Eastem European 
markets in US dollars are shown in Appendix II. In both local currencies and US dollar, 
the correlation between the emerging markets in Eastem Europe are much the same, 
except for the BUX and CESI indices of Hungary. When exchange rate is considered, 
there are only 4 out of 15 correlation coefficients that are significant at 0.01 and 0.05 level. 
It is because the correlation of return volatility between the two Hungary stock indices and 
other countries are quite different from the case in local currencies. The number of 
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markets which have significant correlation with Hungaiy lowers when converted in the US-
dollar. ‘ 
T atin America 
ln, Qur study, we considered a total of seven countries m Latin America. The 
correlation of stock retums volatility of the countries are sunmiarized as follows: 
In local currency 
From Appendix III, we find that at 0.01 significance level, Argentina has 
significant correlation with four other emerging markets in Latin America. They are 
Brazil, Mexico, Chile and Peru. Peru, like Argentina, is also significantly correlated with 
four emerging markets in Latin America. They are Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico. 
On the other hand, Venezuela seems not very correlated with the other emerging markets 
in Latin America. None of the stock markets in Latin America being studied are 
significantly correlated with Venezuela at both 0.01 and 0.05 levels. 
When local ctirrency is. used, there are 9 out of 21 combinations showing 
significant correlation at Q.Ol and 0.05 levels. The average correlation coefficient in 
Latin America is higher than that of the Eastem Europe. The most significantly 
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GOFretated markets are Argentina and Brazil, which have a correlation： of 0..809 at Q.01 
IeveL Argeatin^is highly correlated with Brazil and Mexico but both markets, do not 
show significant correlation with each other. Again，Venezuela has the least number of 
markets significantly correlated with it. 
lnUSdollar 
. . ‘. • . 
Appendix IV coaverts the stock prices in US dollar and calculates the correlatiort 
of stock return volatility of the markets in Latin America again. It is. found that 10 out of 
21 coefficients are significant. Exchange rates seem do not have very large influence on 
the return volatility correlation between markets in the Latin America. The most 
significantly correlated markets are still Argentina and Brazil at level 0.01. Argentina is 
highly correlated with Brazil as Brazil has grown as a trading partner to the point of taking 
about 29% of Argentina's total exports]�Argentina is also significantly correlated with 
Mexico. It has suffered most from the spillover of financial concerns following the 
Mexico crisis. Although Argentina is highly correlated with Brazil and Mexico both 
markets do not show significant correlation with each other, as resulted in local currency. 
31 "Argentina: f o c u s — s o j u s t h o w vulnerable is Argentina7"Latin Amerian Southern Cone Report, 15, Dec, 1997 
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Colombia and Venezuela are significantly correlated when their currencies are 
converted Lnto- US^ d^ollaFS butthe^ are not signifTcantly correlated when exchange rates are • , • .“‘. 
aot taken into account Li fact, the growth in trade between Colombia and Venezuela 
may increase the correlation of the two. markets. The total trade between the two 
countries now equals roughly USS3 billion a year, and they are each other's second-largest 
trading partner, after the United States^^. 
Argentina and Peru are the countries in Latin America with largest aumber of 
markets in Latin America that are significantly correlated witfi them. Colombia and 
Venezuela seem not very correlated with other emerging markets in Latin America. 
Colombia has a low correlation with global markets. Its stock market is relatively 
sheltered. Part of the reason is that foreign investment in Colombia accounts forjust 
about four percent of the total market capitalization. 
MiaaWEa.st 
We consider Israel and Jordan from the Middle East for our study. We find that 
in Appendix V and VI, the stock retum volatilities of Israel and Jordan are not 
significantly correlated with each other both in their local currencies and in US dollars. 
32 Promt Latinfinance. Latin American Financial Publication Inc, Oct, 1996，pp.l5 
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EL Correlation Among Regions 
The correlation of market return volatility of the three regions, namely Eastern 
Europe, Latin- Ajmerica and Mid>East are compared witii eacfr other. 
Eastern Europe vs. Latin America 
In local currency 
As shown in Appendix VH, only 12 out of 42 correlation coefficients showing 
significant results, indicating that the correlation of retum volatility between markets in the 
two regions are low. Brazil has the largest number of markets in Eastem Europe that 
significantly correlated with it，while Poland and Slovakia have the largest number of 
markets in Latin America that have significant correlation with them. Hungary's CESI 
does not correlate significantly with any markets in Latin America. 
In US dollars 
When converted into US dollar in Appendix Vni, 11 out of 42 combinations are 
significantly correlated. The correIatioa coefficient of Poland and Latin American 
markets also increases. Poland is the market that is most correlated with Latin American 
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markets. The exchange rates do not affect much of the volatility correlations between 
emergmg raarkets in Latin America and Eastem Europe. 
T.atfn America vs. Middle East 
• . • . 
. ' . . • 
In local： currency 
Hi Appendix DC, Israel from the Middle East has its stock retum volatility 
significantly correlated with Argentina and Mexico at 0.01 level and with Chile at 0.05 
level. Jordan is not correlated with other emerging markets in Latin America. Jordan is 
negatively related to Brazil, Chile, Colombia and Venezuela, indicating that its retum 
volatility correlation with Latin America is very low. 
In US dollars 
From Appendix X，Israel has its stock return volatility significantly correlated with 
Argentina, Chile and Peru, while Jordan is significantly correlated with Venezuela only at 
level of0.05. 
Coraparing with Jordan, the stock retum volatility of Israel is much more correlated 
with the emerging markets in Latin America. 
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Eastem Furnp<^vs. MiddIe East 
ln local currency 
]jQ Appendix XI, Israel has significant correlation with all the Eastem European 
markets being studied. The stock return volatility of Jordan has low correlation with the 
markets in Eastem Europe. Jordan is signifLcan% Gorrefated witb Poland oniy. It is 
•'.• ... . � • 
. ’.... 
even negatively related with Hungary's BUX, Hungary's CESI and Russia. 
In US dollar 
When we converted the stock market prices into US dollar in Appendix XII, Israel is 
still highly correlated with markets in Eastem Europe. Jordan becomes significantly 
correlated with Hun's CESI and Poland. 
High, correlation is found between Israel and Eastern European markets while there is 
low or even negative correlation between Jordan and Eastem European markets being 
studied. 
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BQL Correlations with the United States 
The correlatioE of stock retum volatility of the emerging markets and the United 
. ‘ • - • .. • . 
. . . , . . . . . .• . . • • _ ... -
• . . - . • • • • • • . • • 
States are examined as follows- with reference in Appeadix XM: 
. . • . , - . 
. . . . . 
• . . . 
• . . • •. 
¥S YSt Eastem Europe 
Jn. Appendix XDI, we ean see that the Dow Jones Lidex of the United States is 
significantly correlated； with Hungary's BUX only and US has negative relations with 
Poland and Slovakia. Jn US dotfar, US is significantly correlated with. Hungary，s BUX at 
0.01 level and Russia at 0.05 level. It is still negatively correlated with Poland and 
Slovakia. 
It seems that the correlation of stock market volatility between the United States the 
Eastem European markets is low and currency exchange rates do not have great influence 
on the correlation. 
US vs> Latin America 
ln local currencies, US does not have significant correlation with the Latin American 
market being studied and it is negativeiy related with Colombia and Peru. When 
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converted to US dollar in as Appendix XHI, US is significantly correlated with Cbile at 
Q.05 tevel but it is^negatively correlated with Colombia, Peru and Venezuela. 
l h e stock retum volatility of the United States does, not show a bigii correlation with, 
.. • . • 
those markets 'm Latin. America. It does，however, sft,ow positive relation with Argentina, 
Brazil, Mexico in both local currencies and US dollar, but the correlation is not significant 
at 0.01 and 0.05 level. It rejected our hypothesis that close trading relationship between 
US and Latin American markets may contribute to a high retum volatility correlation 
between them. Actually, the correlation of stock retum volatility between Latin America 
and US are generally low, 
IJSvs.MiddIe East 
Ln both local and US dollar as shown in Appendix XHI, the retum volatility of the US 
is significantly correlated with Israel and negatively correlated with Jordan. 
It is found that the average retum volatility correlation between emerging markets 
and the US. are small Hungary's BUX has the highest coFrelation with the US while 
Israel has the second highest. Most of the retum volatility correlations between the 
emerging countries and the US are not significant. Some of them are even negatively 
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correlated. When we study the correlations in US dollar terms, we found that the 
correl'ations do- not change that much, 
5.5CONCLUSTON 
All in aII, stock, retum volatility correlation between- emerging markets and Dow 
- • 
Jones Index oftheUnited States is generally small. Even many o f the Latin American 
countries have close trading relationship with the US, the correlation of market retum 
volatility between the emerging markets in Latin America and the US is still very small. 
This suggests that good trade flow relationship alone is not a sufficient factor for 
contributing to high correlation between markets. Moreover, the volatility correlation 
among emerging markets within the same region is low and even lower between regions. 
One exception is that Israel shows high correlations with the markets in Eastem Europe, 
both in local currencies and in US dollars. Besides，the overall influence of exchange rate 
fluctuation on the correlation between the countries is small. 
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From our descriptive analysis, we can see that the differences among regions do exist 
between daily retums of different countries.. We found that Eastem European markets 
• . - ‘ • .. . • 
• .. . • 
• • . -: • • ‘ • • • - • . ‘ • 
show rather low daily return volatility while Latia American region has the. most volatile, 
market retums- using US market as the benchmark. Factors, that contribute to： the high 
volatility of Latin American market may be their persistently high inflation rates and 
comparatively higher GNP than other countries. For instance, Brazil's average inflation 
rate from 1985-1992 is 731% while Argentina has about 500% for the same period. To 
compare, Eastern European markets such as Hungary has only an inflation rate of 9.5% for 
the same period. GNP per capita for Argentina in 1992 was US$ 6,050; for Mexico, it 
was 3,470 while only 1,960 for Poland.^ ^ Middle East's retums are in between Eastem 
European and Latin America in terms of volatility. Mean retums for Eastem European 
markets are aIso lowest among the three regions. 
“SoInik , B., Tntemational Tnvestments l ^ Rdirinn^ ???, 1996, pp.255 
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Our findings seera to refute the common perception that all emerging markets' 
returns ajce volatfl^. Actually, apart from Latin American: markets which show higher ..•_ ‘ .  , • - ... .. , -. • . . . • . . ... ‘‘�. .• • . •、 
• • -.. ； ..... •‘ . •, .... -.. . . . ‘ .- . ‘ ,- , •• .. • • ‘ • . • . . . 
. • - • • - ：'.'•- •• • .•、. ‘•..,. '• .. ‘ -. •.. .. -• .,. '• . • • 
• - 、_. .. • • .,‘，. • •  ‘ . ，  ， • . 
retum volatility to. the l lS Benchmark, retums ftom. the. Eastem European markets like ...• : � . , ••‘ ., • •�. :  �• •.. . : . . . - • ,... � • •. , .. • ‘ 、 • .. . . • • . . • . . • 
Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and Russia caa be regarded as "rather stable" which tmplies 
tow risk and retum in that market 
fc[ our day-of-the-week (Monday effect) test, though we can see that none except US 
and Poland show conformity to the Monday effect, a majority ofLatin American markets 
‘ . . -
do have Monday's retum significantly different from that of the other days of the week. 
However, it is the negative Monday effects that exist in most Latin American markets with 
their Mondays' returns being the lowest within the week. In addition, both Eastern 
European and Middle East countries show insignificant differences between Monday's 
retums and the retums in the other days of the weeks. 
This again conforms with our previous conclusion that volatility patterns in Eastem 
Europe and Middle East are not large as reveaied by the equaiity-of-retum test 一 most of 
them show equdity between daily retums. 
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In our correlation analysis, we again see that the correlation of monthly retum 
volatility among ind within the three regions seem not high，except for Israel which has 
significant correlations with Eastem European markets. We aiso find that the correlations 
between the emerging markets and the US are rather low. Even with. US bemg the 
, : . , 1. : ... ‘‘,::,: . ： . .; . ., . . . . • • : : . . . . 
trading partner with most of the Latin American markets, the correlations for markets in 
Latin. America with US are aIsQ very Low. 
Concerning the currency effect, we find that exchange rates do not appear to have 
much influence in the daily retura pattern in the Day-of-the-Week test as well as in the 
correlation analysis. 
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From our analysis, it seems that market integration is not significant for the 
emerging markets among the three regions: Eastera Europe, latin America and.the Middle 
East as indicated by their volatiHty differences^ their nort-conformity m day-of-the week 
(Monday) effect as well as their low correlation. The low degree of correlation between 
the vofatiMty ofthe emerging markets may be due to different stages ofdevelopment of the 
stock markets, economic structures, inflation rates and GNP per capita. This may shed 
some lights on the effect of portfolio diversification among different emerging markets. 
As a result, the emerging markets of the three regions we examined are recommended for 
investment to diversify specific market risks. 
However, from our volatility analysis, it tums out that the daily retum 
volatility in both Eastem Europe and Middle East countries are rather low. The 
implication is that their risks and retums are both low. Lnvestors who are very risk averse 
can consider the above markets. The market returns for Latin American region, on the 
other h2T.d, axe much more volatile which are more suitable for investors who are less 
averse to risk. 
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An^ay，for portfolio diversification，investors are recommended to invest 
. . ；, .. .• • • 
in the emerging, markets of each of the three regions we mentioned at the same time so 
long as the portfolio composes of other securities from US as well as other deveioped 
countries. 
• . • . . . . 
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Appendix 1 
Monthly Returrr Volatility Gbrrelations between Eastern- Europe markets in local curreneies 
I Czech Hun BUX Hua CESI Poiand Russia一 Slovakia 
Czech ~":^ l:QQ~ '0.143 0.023 - Q.3'12* CKQ73 Q.490** : 
Han:_BUX 一 一 KQOO 一 0.445* ‘ ‘ 0:.a74_ Q.43.0* ~{ 0.285* . 
HuaCESI •： “ t.QOQ '’. 0^39 ‘： a.Q93 “ Q:QI3 : 
Poland _ 一： ~ ： : 1-.000 _: a.454* " O.AU** : 
Russia： 一 .� ~；. 一 r.OOQ 一：; Q.264 ~： 
Slovakia I 1-000 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 levei (2-tailed). 
** Corre[ationissignificantattheQ.01 Ievel (2rtailed).. 
AppendixH-
Mbntftly Return VoratiIity Correlations： betweere Eastera Europe markets in US doIIars 
. . • . .. • 
USS. I Czecfe Hun BU^P Hua CESI Poland Russia Slovafaa 
Czeeh — 1.000 0.111 -0:066 . Q.297* Q.Q98- . 0.560** 
Hun BUX — l.QOO 一 O.I4t 0.025 — 0.340 一 0.264 ~ 
H u n C E S I ~ 1.000 -0.167 -0.2Q2~ -Q.034 
P0taad • 1.000 • Q.45o"~.: 0.370** 
Ku33ia ‘~ 一 一 1.000 、 0^46 
Slovakia t.000 
* Correlation is signifTcant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
** Correlatioa is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Appendix UI 
Monthly Return Volatility Correlations between Latin America markets in local currencies 
Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia Mexico Peru Venezuela 
Argentina 1.000 0.809** 0.680** ~~0.196 —Q.793** 0.654** -0.006 
Brazil 1.000 0.127 一 0.239 -0.029 — 0.56Q** 0.037 
Chile 1.000 0.325* 0 . 2 I 2 * ~ 0310** -0.011 
Colombia — — 1.000 0.166 0.148 0.100 
Mexico — l.QOO 0.3Q1** 0.193 
Peru — l.QOO 0.044 
Venezuela 1.000 
• • Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
• Correladon is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
Appendix IV 
Monthly Return Volatility Correlations between Latin America markets in US dollars 
USS Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia Mexico Peru Venezuela 
Argentina 1.000 Q.8Q7** Q.662** 0.168 一0.803** —0.660** 0.112 
Brazil 1.000 0.282** ~ 0.200 — -0.083 — 0.628**~ -0.093 
Chite 1.000 —0.264* -0.002 —0.451** — 0.261 
Colombia 1.000 ~ " 0.121 0.072 QA22** 
Mexico 一 1.000 — 0.276* 0.011 
Peru “ “ — 1.000 ~0.010 
Venezuela 1.000 
• • Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-taiIed). 
• Correlation is significant a r t h e 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
AppendixV 
Monthly Return Volatility Correlations between Middle East markets in local currencies 
Israel Jordan 
Israel — l.000 0.032 
Jordan 1.000 




Monthly Retum Voratiiity Correlations between Middle East markets in US dollars 
USS [ fsraet Jordan — 
Israel : ,l.OQO : 0.023.  
Jordan^  |: |: LQOO ； 
** Correlation is signiffcant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Appendix VH 
Monthly Return Volatility Correlations between Eastern Europe-and Latin America in local currencies 
. Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia Mexico Peru Venezuela 
.Czech 0.215 Q;404** : 0.205 0.024 “ 0.106 一 0.130 ^~0.015 
Hun_BUX 0.355* 0.053 ~ 0.Q19 ~ 0.202 0.275* ~ ^.136. Q.446»*~ 
HunIcESI 0.364 0.059 ‘ 0.069 0.195 0.260 . ~ Q.Q37 0.233 
Poland ‘ Q.443** 0.246* ‘ 0.112 ‘ 0.064 “ 0.293** “ 0.053 -Q.Q26 
Russia ~ Q.4g5**~ 0..435*_ 0.303 ~ 0.228 ~ 0.356 一 ~0.049 ~ 0.077 . 
Slovakia Q.ll9 0.349* Q.351** 0.325* 0.052 0.108 0.217 一 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
** Correlation is si^ifIcant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Appendix V n i 
Monthly Retum Volatility Correlations between Eastern Europe and Latin America in US dollars 
USS Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia Mexico Peru Venezueia 
Czecti 一 0.254 0.344* 0.143 0.097 . 0.074 0.034 ‘ -0.090 
Hun_BUX" 0.386*"" -0.015— 0.037— 0.Q65 ~ 0.192 -0.163 — 0.003 “ 
H u n I c E s F -0.014— -0.235 — Q.Q94 ~ -0.023 ~ Q.025 — 0.052 0.707** 
Poland 一 Q A 1 9 ^ 0.4Q2** 0.421** 0.229 0.088 0.348* 0.487** 
Russia 0.439* 0.439* -O.OI4 -0.005 0.334 ^Q.040 -0.259 
Slovakia 0.191 0.351** 0.235 0.214 0.011 0.090 -0.029 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Appendix IX 
Monthly Return Volatility Correlations between Latin America and Middle East markets in local 
currencies 
Israel Jordan 
Argentina_ 0.441**— 0.148  
Brazil 0.099 -0.087 一 
Chile — 0.238 -0.116 —  
Colombia 0.182 -0.169  
Mexico 0.365**— 0:182 ~ 
Peru 0.014— Q.I50 ~ 
Venezuela 0.131 -Q.250 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
• Correlation is significant ac the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
Appendix X 
Monthly Return Volatility Correlations between Latin America and Middle East in US dollars 
USS Israel Jordan 
ArgentinT" Q.452** 0.120 
BrazU 0.180 “ -0.130 “ 
Chile “ Q.309** “ >0.080 
ColombiT" -0.005 -0.036 
Mexico — Q.LIS 0.132 ~ 
Peru ~" 0.297* 0.026 一 
Venezuela ~Q.117 Q.436** 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 levei (2-tailed). 
• Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-taiIed). 
•^ _j*v 
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Monthly Return Volatility Correlations between Eastern Europeand Middle East in local currencies 
Fsrael Jordan 
Czech ' - 0.348*". 0 . 0 3 9 -； 
Hun_BUX “ 0.3'58** -0.156 ‘ 
HunTcESI � 0 . 41 1 * _Q.289 
Poland . 0.356** Q.404** 
Russia ~Q.6lO** • <0.214 ； 
Stovakia a.42S** : 0;OQO ：： 
* Correlation is significant atthe0.05 level (2-tailed). 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Appendix XII 
Monthly Return Volatility Correlations between Eastern Europe and MiddIe East in US do(Iars 
USS Israei Jordan 
Czech . 0:326* ‘ 0.027 
Hun_BUX - 0.280* _>Q.14l 
Hun[cESI ~~^.088 ~602*» 
Poland —0.464** —0.307** 
Russia ‘ Q.567** ~0.421* 
Slovakia Q.412** 0.014 
* Correlation is signiflcant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
林 Correlation is. significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Appendix XIII 
Monthly Return Volatility Correlations between the emerging markets and the US 
Correlations between Eastern Europe markets and US 
Czech l ^ n BUX|Hun CESl| Poland Russia Slovakia 
In local currencies 0.117 0.543** 一-0.018 ~ -0.108 0.346 — -0.040 
In US dollars 0.151 0.546** -0.179 -0.I30 0.370* -0.052 
Correlations between Latin America markets and US 
Argentina Brazil Chile Colombia Mexico Peru Venezuela 
In local currencies 0.059 0.077 一 0.012 一-0.014 一 0.184 -0.212 ~ 0.174 
In US doUars 0.057 0.091 0.238* -0.038 0.058 -0.230* - 0 . 2 0 5 ~ 
Correlations between Middle East markets and tJS 
Israel Jordan 
In local currencies Q.342** -Q.265* 
In US dollars 0.359** -0.273** 
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